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Epsilon CrA                   2991          LX Ser                        2926
                                            MT                            2926
R CrB                   2908, 2962          Delta                         2902
T                             2960
Theta                   2965, 3000          SW Sex                        2926
SX Crv                        2991          TY Tau                        2991
Zeta                          3000          EN                            2991
                                            HU                            2991
CSV 8172                      2966          V471                          2969
                                            V711                          2903
X Cyg                         2910          Zeta                          3000
CH                      2921, 2935
HS                            2993          HO Tel                        2991
V346                          2991
V382                          2942          RW UMa                        2969
V751                          2926          XY                      2946, 2991
V935                          2993          XZ                            2991
V946                          2913          BZ                            2926
V971                          2993          Alpha                         2910
V1061                         2991
V1252                         2993          Variables
V1266                         2993           in NGC 129, 1664, 6819       2915
V1274                         2993           in Draco Dwarf Galaxy        2914
V1284                         2993           New and Neglected
V1291                         2993           in Cepheus OB2               2961
V1295                         2993           New (3)                      2989
V1296                         2993
V1362                         2991          FY Vel                        2949
V1447                         2993          AH                            2910
V1672                         2993
V1675                         2984          SS Vir                        2940
V1719                         2994
27                            2908          W Vol                         2991
55                            2938
60                            2912          PW Vul                        2979
                                            QQ                            2976
CM Del                        2926
LS                            2982
RW Dor                        2991
TW Dra                        2991
UZ                            2953
AI                            2991
BV                      2906, 2991
BW                      2906, 2991
BY                      2992, 2998
CM                            2991
DO                            2926
YY Eri                        2991
CO                            2991
56                            2950
Flare Stars in NGC 7000
            Region (5)        2981
      New in Orion (7)        2929
TZ For                        2991
G190-15 = BD + 38o4955        2943
Gamma Ray Burst Source
(18h09m27s,+31o23'.0; 1950)   2948
GR Gem                        2991
OQ                            2993
Zeta                          2910
Sigma                         2937
RV Gru                        2991
HD 27749                      2919
   31342                      2919
   31648                      3000
   32318                      2919
   32640                      2919
   33449                      2943
   34328                      2943
   34974                      2919
   34986                      2919
   37200                      2919
   37806                      3000
   40254                      2919
   40366                      2919
   47147                      2943
   50138                      3000
   50325                      2919
   50772                      2919
   51331                      2919
   57297                      2919
   152391                     2959
   154417                     2959
   158440                     2919
   166053                     2919
   172948                     2919
   177559                     2919
   181414                     2919
   191765                     2973
   192538                     2919
   192605                     2919
   197192                     2943
   198959                     2919
   203169                     2919
   204008                     2919
   206860                     2904
   218396                     2943
   259431                     3000





























































































































































































































































































































